Unbiased lipidomic profiling reveals metabolomic changes during the onset and antipsychotics treatment of schizophrenia disease.
Schizophrenia (SCH) is one of the most common psychiatric disorders, which involves impairments in motivation and cognition. The pathological mechanisms underlying SCH are still unknown, and no effective therapies can prevent or treat perfectly the cognitive impairments and deficit symptoms caused by SCH. We aimed to find the lipid expression change in plasma that underlie SCH onset and antipsychotics treatment. We performed a data independent acquisition-based untargeted lipidomic approach on a quadrupole-time of flight liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry platform. The plasma lipidomic profiles of SCH patients (n = 20) pre- and post-antipsychotics treatment were acquired as well as healthy controls (n = 29). Grouped or paired t-test were used to analyze the data. Over 1000 features were detected by our lipidomic analysis, of which 445 lipids belonging to 17 lipid species were reliably identified by tandem mass spectrometry. After statistical analysis, 47 lipids belonging to 9 lipid species were found to be dysregulated between naive SCH patients and healthy controls, and 50 lipids belonging to 9 lipid species were found to be dysregulated after antipsychotics treatment. These findings include several new SCH-relevant lipid species such as sphingomyelin, acylcarnitine and ceramide. Four types of lipid expression regulative patterns can be concluded from the above mentioned findings, revealing information about mechanism, side-effect and potential target of antipsychotics. The work presented here have revealed several new lipid species which are significantly dysregulated in SCH disease development or antipsychotics treatment. These lipids provide new evidence for the pathological studies of SCH and new antipsychotics development, or can be considered as potentially candidate biomarkers for further validation.